
GFL Gaming 

What sets TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s GFL Gaming apart?
Using compact fixed or portable touchscreen gaming terminals that enable live casino 
table play, GFL Gaming increases the number of player positions on the gaming floor

How GFL Gaming Helps
GFL Gaming has been designed to revolutionise the player 

experience. Using compact fixed or portable touchscreen 

gaming terminals that enable live casino table play, GFL Gaming 

increases the number of player positions on the gaming floor 

— which can often be limited by seating constraints or dealer 

resources. It also appeals to more discreet players, such as VIPs 

or newcomers, by offering a more private gaming experience 

away from crowds and onlookers. 

With this module, casinos are able to transform small, previously 

underutilised licensed areas into revenue generating spaces. 

Perfect for use in licensed areas away from the gaming floor, 

such as bars, restaurants and smoking zones, this solution 

mimics a private virtual gaming experience while continuing to 

provide the exciting casino atmosphere players love.

Completely Secure
All bets and cash transactions are approved by the server 

before being accepted and can be overseen by operators 

on an administration dashboard. GFL Gaming Terminals 

do not store any critical information or determine the 

outcome of any game, this is all managed by the server. 

Where hardware is concerned, GFL Portable Terminals can 

be connected to a wireless security grid, which monitors 

their position within the casino venue. Should a portable 

tablet exit the designated areas outlined by the casino, it 

will automatically be disabled.

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com

Features & Benefits
Transform small or awkward licensed spaces - such as alcoves or 
corners - into revenue generating space

Increase the number of player positions per table 

Integrate terminals into any furniture or bespoke podium to 
create unique experiences 

Offer Roulette and Baccarat from the same terminal - players 
can swap between games. 

Access real-time fixed reporting including number of players, 
revenue, reconciliation etc.

Monitor terminals and evaluate game status via the browser-
based dashboard

Offer crediting options: via cash desk, a player's unique 
numerical login or through crediting kiosks

Add-on: Ticket In Ticket Out (TITO) systems, Slot Account 
Systems (SAS), Crediting Kiosks etc.

Available as just one module of the Gaming Floor Live System
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GFL Platform 
(Pre-Required)

TIB
SIB
Dealer Console
Server with Core Software

GFL Gaming Platform Electronic Gaming Terminal (EGT)

Compatible Products
Qorex Terminal
Qorex Fixed
Qorex Move

Supported games Roulette
Baccarat

Let’s get technical

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com
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Qorex, powered by GFL Gaming
Qorex is TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s stylish new EGT which enables 

live play of Roulette and Baccarat tables from anywhere in 

your casino including automated Roulette Wheels. Available 

as fixed stand-alone units, with the option of topper screens to 

display more information, or in a wide range of configurations 

including Carousel and Stadium all powered by the Saturn™ 

Roulette Wheel range. Qorex features an easy to use player 

interface that combines the experience of live gaming with all 

the benefits of electronic gaming.


